CIRCULAR

SUB: RAISING OF SECURITY LEVEL AT MORMUGAO PORT

Recent developments across the world and within our country indicate unprecedented urgency to enhance the security level at the ports. In view of these developments, it has been decided to raise the security level in the port to level 2 w.e.f. 1000 hrs. today.

This heightened security level will remain in force as long as there is heightened risk to the security of the port and vessels calling at the port.

All concerned are advised to remain vigilant and report any unusual or suspicious activities to any of the following:

1. Port Signal Station on VHF Channel 16 or on Telephone Nos. 2520184/2594807/2522868
   Mob. 9822102653

2. CISF Control Room
   Tel Nos. 2594477/2521434

3. Deputy Conservator
   Tel. Nos. 2521150/2594801
   Mob. 9822101844

4. Sr. Commandant/CISF
   Tel. Nos. 2521210/2594471
   Mob. 9822101851

All concerned are also requested to enhance the security measures within their organisation and spread security awareness amongst their employees. Ships agents are requested to inform all the ships calling at Mormugao under their agency regarding the raising of security level at our port.

DEPUTY CONSERVATOR

To
All Concerned